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What fairy tale or
story had a big
impact on you?
We were all told fairy tales as
children. We can probably
name several of them and
recall most of the details. One
story that had a big impact on
me is actually one I heard just a
few years ago.
Laura and I attended a local
festival and an author was
there signing books. He told a
story about a grandfather who
helped his grandson get two
pairs of shoes: one pair the
grandpa bought, but the other
the boy had to work for.
At the end of the Summer, the
shoes that were given to him
for free were dirty, worn out,
and in no condition to go to
school in.
On the other hand, the shoes
he purchased for himself had
been kept clean and were
obviously well taken care of.
The moral of the story is that
we tend to appreciate and care
for thing we work for.

The Power of Stories
Most of us can watch a movie for hours at a time. We can binge
watch television shows, and some of us get so into a book that we
can’t put it down.
Why?
Because there is power in stories.
Stories are sneaky. They pull us in, get us invested, and then hold
our attention much better than a sermon or Bible class can. We
don’t just want, but we need to know what comes next. And when
it is all over, we leave changed.
How many movies, books, or stories left such an impact on you
that even thinking of the title puts you right back into the
emotions, the drama? How many stories gave you a new outlook
on life, transformed your perspective, and made you into a
di erent person?

Ask Laura to see the book!
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Jesus was a master storyteller. All it takes is just a few words,
maybe the “title,” and we can recall many of his parables. Jesus
wasn’t the only person to teach in parables. Probably one of the
most famous examples is the parable told by the prophet Nathan.

Nathan’s Parable (2 Samuel 12:1-12)

What is a parable?
I’m sure you’ve heard that a
parable is “an earthly story with a
heavenly meaning.” You may
have also heard that the word
parable means “to cast
alongside” in the original
language (kind of like the word
parallel).
If you were like me, though, you
were probably taught to
approach the parables asking
“what does this mean?”

After David slept with Bathsheba and had her husband Uriah
killed over it, it was time for a visit from a prophet. If a prophet
ever shows up at your door, you better get ready because it
probably isn’t going to be pretty.
But Nathan was smart. He knew that any direct accusation to the
king may capsize his mission, so he used the power of a story.
He set up the scenario, lured David in, made him invested, and
then broke his heart with the conclusion. David was furious! “He
must pay!”
That’s when Nathan broke it to him: “You are the man!”
It was the story that woke David up. Jesus’s parables do the same
to us. If we walk away smiling, there is a chance we didn’t get it!

Isn’t it interesting that we are
given interpretations for very few
of the parables?
Perhaps the parables are meant
to be discussed, debated, and
enjoyed by everyone from their
own unique perspective.
But maybe the reason we aren’t
given the interpretations is
because the question we should
be asking isn’t “what does this
parable mean?” But “what does
this parable do?” What emotions
does it incite? Does it call us to
action? Convict us? Reveal
something about ourselves?
The parables were given to us to
transform us, to make us into
kingdom people!
Sunday Adult Class
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Which of you,
having a hundred
sheep…?
How many peasants do you
think owned one hundred
sheep in the days of Jesus?
Probably none.
This rst parable, the parable
of the lost sheep, presupposes
that the main character is a
person of wealth.
The same goes for the woman
with ten silver coins and the
man who had a large enough
estate to give his son an
inheritance early and still have
enough to throw a party.

Lost Sheep, Lost Coin,
Lost Son
“Sheep and coins are easy; children, less so.” In the rst two
parables, the sheep and coin are passive objects. Their owner
loses them due to their own negligence, realizes their error, and
then frantically searches for them.

Maybe the lesson here is that
those who “have” are more
likely to not notice what is
missing.

In the third parable, the father doesn’t notice his error. He
realizes, of course, that his younger son is missing, but he fails to
see that his older son is really in need of attention until it is
pointed out to him by a servant.

Some Sundays our attendance
soars. It is on these days that
we need to extra careful to
take notice of who is missing.

The rst two parables have happy endings, but the last parable
ends unresolved in a eld outside of the party. Perhaps, like in the
story of Jonah, the ending is left o for us to nish in our own
lives.

The shepherd understood that
even the lowest 1% was worth
frantically searching for and
rejoicing over when they
return home.

One other sad note about this latter parable is that the older son
uses no relational language when talking to the father. Instead, he
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says things like “this son of yours” to distance himself from the
family.

A Man Had Two Sons
People familiar with the Old Testament would have placed their
bets on the younger son. Cain and Able, Jacob and Esau, Ishmael
and Isaac. It’s usually the younger son who gets the girl, pleases
God, and is remembered in good light.

Rule of Three
Story tellers often follow what
New Testament scholar Amy-Jill
Levine calls “Rule of Three.” Two
characters are introduced to set
up the third which is totally unlike
the rst two and also quite
unexpected.
For example, who could
anticipate the beauty, elegance,
and humble heart of Cinderella
after meeting her two stepsisters? Who could believe that a
brother would have the brains to
build a house out of bricks when
his brothers chose straw and
sticks?

So when we start reading the parable of the lost son, we
immediately expect the younger son to thrive.
This parable causes us to sympathize with the older son. Would
we attend the party? Could we forgive the brother? How would
we feel?
It also forces us to ask ourselves if we can forgive the Cains of the
world as well as the Jacobs. It teaches us that when personal
resentment doesn’t allow us to have reconciliation and rejoice
over resurrection, then the whole family loses because that last
1% (or 50%) really does matter.

And who could possible expect
that a priest and Levite would
pass on the other side while a
Samaritan would stop and assist a
beaten man left for dead?
Likewise, the rst two stories in
Luke 15 set us up for the third.
Unlike the rst two, the father
suspects that the younger son
was lost when the older son, the
one living under his own roof,
was in need of a frantic search
and a party as well.
Sometimes the thing that is lost is
right under our nose.
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The Good
Samaritan
Have you ever thought about
how the expression “The Good
Samaritan” is kind of offensive?
The implication is that most
Samaritans are good-fornothing, but this one happens
to be good.
In Nazi Germany, one leader
told a group of SS of cers that
every German “has his decent
Jew.” What he meant was,
“Sure, you might be able to
name one or two decent Jews,
but most of them are…”
Most people do not realize
that the Samaritans kept their
version of the Law.
They considered themselves
descendants of Abraham, and
they worshipped God in
Samaria.
As we can see in many
interactions between Jesus
and the Samaritans, they were
receptive to the gospel and
were looking for the Messiah!
Perhaps the Samaritans
weren’t so bad after all!
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The Good Samaritan
“Teacher, what shall I do to inherit eternal life?”
The Lawyer’s question reveals something about himself: he views
eternal life as a commodity, something that can be earned by
ful lling a laundry list of tasks.
What sacri ces do I need to o er, what gifts should I bring, what
prayers should I pray?
Jesus’s response is brilliant: “You’re the expert, so how do you
read it?”
He responds by citing the Scriptures: “Love God and love
neighbor.”
Jesus says, “Do this, and you will live.”
Jesus’s answer is not a one-time action but it implies a life of
loving God and loving neighbor.
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Who is my neighbor?
What is he really asking? The question he wants to ask but may
not be socially acceptable is, “Who is not my neighbor?”
In other words, “Who can I get away with not loving?”
Jesus’s response is to tell a parable. Anytime a teacher or prophet
in the Bible starts to tell a story in answer to a situation or
question, you know that it isn’t going to be pretty.

Who Do We Identify
as in the Parable?
Different interpreters throughout
history have identi ed with
different characters in the
parable.
As we know, there are charitable
organizations, laws, and political
speeches that reference the good
Samaritan.

He tells a story about a man who is on the road from Jerusalem to
Jericho. This man is robbed and left half dead.
A priest and a Levite come down the road, but neither stops to
help the man. In fact, they pass by on the other side of the road.
Finally, a Samaritan comes (what was the man in the ditch
thinking?), but he subverts our expectations and helps the man.
Who was a neighbor to this man?
“Go and do the same.”

But other people saw themselves
in another character: the man in
the ditch.
People who live relatively
comfortable lives see themselves
as the Samaritan.
On the other hand, those who
deal with nancial hardships or
some form of oppression relate
more to the man in the ditch.
Who we identify with in the story
of the Good Samaritan can
change how we read the parable,
and it may cause us to miss the
greater implications of Jesus’s
message.
Based on what you know of the
Judea in the rst century, who
would His audience most likely
have identi ed with?
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Three Measures
Three measures of our is
somewhere between forty and
sixty pounds of our!
This woman is planning on
making around 60 dozen
biscuits with her our and
sourdough starter. That’s 720
biscuits!
The woman in this parable isn’t
the only on in the Bible who
made this much bread. In
Genesis 18, Abraham gets a
visit from God and two other
guests.
Some interpret these guests as
angels, and others see them as
Jesus and the Holy Spirit.
Regardless, Abraham was
obviously thrilled to be among
such company, and in his
excitement, he told Sarah to
make three measures of our
worth of bread cakes!
It was upon this occasion that
Isaac’s birth was announced.
Hannah also brought three
measures (or an ephah) of
our to celebrate the life of
Samuel.

The Kingdom of Heaven
is Like Yeast
He told them another parable: “The kingdom of heaven is like
yeast that a woman took and [hid] within three measures of our
until all of it was leavened” (Matthew 13:33).
And that’s it!
It’s a short parable amongst several short parables found in
Matthew 13, but don’t let its length deceive you! It’s baked with
all kinds of goodies if we have eyes to see.
Remember that these parables were told for a diverse audience so
that the apostles and followers of Jesus could understand and
communicate the good news to everyone they met.
In Bible times, yeast can be a symbol for something bad (beware
of the leaven of the Pharisees), but it can also be good (think
“bun in the oven”).
7
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In this parable, we have no reason to think that it is bad! After all,
it’s about the kingdom of Heaven!

The kingdom is like… yeast?
The woman in the parable took and hid (not mixed) the yeast
into three measures of our. The secrecy associated with her
actions reminds us of what’s called the “Messianic secret” where
Jesus told the people He healed to not tell anyone who He was.

Jesus and Bread
Jesus spent a lot of time talking
about bread.
He called Himself the bread of
life. He told His disciples to pray
that they would receive their daily
bread. He warned them about
the yeast of the Pharisees and
scribed. Jesus was even tempted
to turn stones into bread.
When two large groups of several
thousand followed Him from
place to place, He took loaves,
broke them, and gave them out
among the people.

Though the yeast is hidden, it will manifest itself in big ways!
After all, who could ignore the bread that would come from sixty
pounds of our!
Those who heard this parable would naturally think back to Sarah
and possibly Hannah - two passages which talk about a
miraculous birth being celebrated with three measures of our!
The birth of the kingdom is likened unto a woman giving labor in
several passages in both the Old and New Testament. So it’s
possible that the rst readers of this parable would have heard all
kinds of things in these short few lines! New births, promises
ful lled, and coming kingdoms.

Then, right before Jesus was
arrested, He told His disciples,
“Take and eat for this is my body.”
Bread is a universal language.
From bread cakes to rolls to
tortillas to croissants, every
culture I’m aware of incorporates
bread into their diet.
Similarly, Jesus is accessible to
every person of every nation. He
isn’t just a bread cake or a biscuit;
He’s also a croissant, tortilla, and
cornbread. In other words,
regardless of one’s culture, Jesus
is their Lord too, and it is our job
as ministers of His good news to
share the Bread with everyone!
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Don’t Jump to
Allegory
When we read the parables,
we have a tendency to jump to
an allegorical interpretation.
These interpretations are all
dependent upon the reader.
One person might say that the
pearl of great price is the
kingdom of God and that one
must make a great sacri ce to
receive it.
Another might suggest that
Jesus is the merchant and the
parable is about His love for
the church which He
purchased with His own blood.

The Pearl of Great Price
“Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a person, a merchant,
seeking ne pearls, and upon nding one pearl of great value, he
went and sold all that he had and bought it” (Matthew 13:45–46).

These interpretations may very
well be correct, and they both
de nitely resonate with us in
different ways, but don’t jump
to that directly or you may miss
the challenge of the parable.

Let’s take a moment to appreciate the unexpected in this parable.
First, the kingdom is like a merchant. In the Bible, merchants are
rarely good. Merchants are involved with the “Whore of
Babylon” in Revelation 18:3. They sold Joseph into slavery:
Genesis 37:28. And one ancient source says, “A merchant can
hardly keep from wrongdoing, nor is a tradesman innocent of sin”
(Sirach 26:29). The bottom line is, like yeast, a merchant is a
strange thing to compare the kingdom of heaven to.

Slow down, take it in, and
notice the precise words used,
the hyperbole, and even the
absurdities.

Second, notice the switch from pearls to pearl. The merchant
begins by looking for multiple pearls, but what he nds is a
singular pearl which is greater than anything he could have
dreamed of or imagined.

Read it for the rst time! Don’t
just quote it to yourself as you
read, or you might muss it!
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Finally, I have to point out the reckless nature of his actions. He
sold everything for something that has value but cannot protect
one from the elements or sustain life. His actions, to us, are
erratic and unreasonable.

Risk it A

The Unexpected
The merchant went out searching
for pearls, but he only found one,
and that one changed his entire
life.
Sometimes we have our mind set
on a goal, a dream, a hope, or a
strong desire.
We know that whenever we get
that (new car, new location, new
job) then everything will be
perfect in the world.

The preaching of the Cross is foolishness to those that perish.
Paul said that to the Church at Corinth thirty years after Jesus
gave this parable. To most people, Paul’s decision to leave
everything behind for the gospel didn’t make any sense according
to the wisdom of this world, but, for Paul, that pearl was the good
news of Jesus.
What is your pearl? What are you willing to risk everything for?
An opinion you have? The church? Your job? Your family? A
nancial goal?
This parable challenges us to evaluate our priorities and ask, “Are
we being foolish like the merchant appears to be? Or is risking it
all worth it or even necessary?”

Oftentimes though, what we think
we need isn’t what we need at all.
Just before we reach our goal
with arms outstretched, God puts
something else in our path that is
so much greater than we could
have imagined for ourselves.
Maybe it’s a person, like a new
baby, friend, or even companion.
It could be a job, a better job,
than what you were looking for.
Or it might even be an answer to
a question you’ve had for a long
time. Perhaps you always thought
the answer had to be A or B, but
God wanted to show you that C
was even a better option.
God’s plans are greater than
anything we could imagine. Be
on the lookout!
Sunday Adult Class
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Distracted by the
“Literal” Debate
Does something have to be
“literally” true in order for it to
be true?
If we’ve been paying attention
to the parables, then we know
the answer is “no.” While the
parables are based in reality
and use common themes from
everyday life, they are simply
stories.
This teaches us an important
lesson about Bible study: when
we focus on the literal level too
much, it can actually distract us
from what God is doing in that
passage.
Have you ever heard anyone
debate whether or not Jonah
was swallowed by a big sh or
a whale? Or a debate about
how exactly the earth came
into being?
These questions can be
important in some cases, like
dealing with the resurrection
of Jesus, but they can also
distract us from the intention
of the passage in others. Let’s
work to nd the deeper
meaning of each text!

Four Levels of Reading
“The Scriptures are deep enough for a elephant to swim in and
shallow enough for a child to wade in.” This little saying that’s
been used by preachers for at least a couple of generations
attempts to capture how the Bible can be simultaneously deep
with meaning which can never be fully exhausted and bene cial
to even the most inexperienced Christian.
As one reads through the Scripture throughout their life, they
can see more and more about the text each day. Each passage has
a way of presenting new meaning, deeper understanding, and
even a new challenge to the reader. This is why participation in
class is so important; we all have a unique perspective to o er
that is based on age, culture, time spent studying, and numerous
other factors.
Di erent scholars and teachers have attempted to capture this
depth through various systems or models of interpretation. One
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of the models I’m most fond of looks something like this: literal
meaning, deeper meaning, comprehensive meaning, and mystery.

Literal, Deeper, Comprehensive, and Mystery
The literal level deals with what the passage means on the
surface: was Jonah swallowed by a whale or a big sh? Was the
earth literally created in six twenty-four hour days? Does Jesus
literally want us to pluck out our eyes? These questions are fun,
but they typically aren’t the intention of the story.

The Burning Bush

The deeper level is that lesson or moral that you typically think
of when you consider the passage. For example, we might relate
to Jonah running away form God and then repenting.

We could have a debate about
how a bush could burn and not
be consumed. We could try to
determine the exact
geographical location of this
bush. We could have lengthy
discussions about the identity of
the “angel of the Lord.”

The comprehensive level is attempting to understand how this
story ts in with all of Israel’s story. We might read Jonah, then,
as Israel wrestling with the idea that God also cares for the other
nations, even their enemies.
Finally, mystery is how each passage relates to Jesus. For example,
Jesus read Jonah as a shadow of what was going to happen to
Himself: a third day resurrection.

Or, as I’ve suggested, we could
ask what this passage teaches us
about God caring for Israel in
captivity, how it ts into a broader
theme of how God calls the
chosen people by name, and
how this passage might relate to
Jesus.
One set of these questions is
interesting, but knowing the
answers to these questions
doesn’t help us all that much
except when we’re watching
Jeopardy or doing Bible trivia.
The other set, though, inspires us,
transforms us, and issues a
challenge to us to live each day
for God. The other set of
questions, and questions like it,
have a way of bringing new
meaning to the Scripture each
time we approach it.
So, take off your shoes as we
discuss the burning bush!
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Deuteronomy 26 - A
Model Prayer
The prayer of the Pharisee may
be based off of Deuteronomy
26 which says, ““You shall say
before the Lord your God, ‘I
have removed the sacred
portion from my house, and
also have given it to the Levite
and the alien, the orphan and
the widow, according to all
Your commandments which
You have commanded me; I
have not transgressed or
forgotten any of Your
commandments. ‘I have not
eaten of it while mourning, nor
have I removed any of it while I
was unclean, nor offered any of
it to the dead. I have listened
to the voice of the Lord my
God; I have done according to
all that You have commanded
me’” (Deuteronomy 26:13–14).
In this prayer, listing what one
did was a way of invoking the
blessings of the covenant.
Basically, it was a way of
saying, “Okay God, we have
held up our end of the deal.
Now, please bless your people
Israel (verse 15). Listing his
accomplishments wasn’t
inherently wrong.
Sunday Adult Class

The Pharisee and the Tax
Collector
“And He also told this parable to some people who trusted in
themselves that they were righteous, and viewed others with
contempt” (Luke 18:9).
Be ready to be challenged. Though this parable is about a
Pharisee, we must be aware of our own ability to view others with
contempt. Sometimes, we try to over-identify with the tax
collector, and, in doing so, actually end up becoming the very
thing Jesus is condemning in this parable: “Thank God I am not
like this Pharisee!”
In the parable, two men went to pray. Both men would need to be
ritually clean to enter the temple, and both men have come to
pray to God. Sometimes are prayers are prayers of thanksgiving,
like the Pharisee’s, and other times our prayers are prayers of
repentance, like the tax collector’s. The problem isn’t in the
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di erent styles of prayers since both are valid; the problem, and
the challenge, comes at the end of the Pharisee’s prayer in which
he thanks God that he is not like this tax collector.
In stead of acting as a shepherd to lead the tax collector away
from the rushing waters of his greed, partnership with Rome, and
oppression of the poor, he exalts himself as the righteous one by
tearing down the tax collector.
Indeed, he was righteous.

Tax Collectors and
Traitors

He went above and beyond what was required of him by the Law
and by the Pharisee’s traditions. The problem came when his
righteous acts became an opportunity for tearing down others.

When the two men went to pray
in the temple, there was a
building directly beside the
temple. It was a building that
stood a little taller, was a little
fancier, and was the house of
Pilate, who pro ted off of the
people thanks to men like the tax
collector.

Remember, all have sinned and come short of the glory if God
(Romans 3:23). When one receives the gift of forgiveness, their
forgiveness should compel them to help others nd it as well, not
as an opportunity for shame.
There are qualities in both men we should strive to emulate. On
the one hand, tithing and fasting are commendable, but humility
and love give meaning to everything we do.

The tax collectors were despised
by the people because of their
collusion with the Roman Empire.
These tax collectors were a
constant reminder that the son of
David was not on the throne, that
the land was not their own, and
that though they had returned
from exile, they weren’t even at
home in their own land.
So when Jesus extends mercy
and forgiveness to tax collectors,
he is doing what we all fail to do
from time to time: take the
gospel to people who most may
not even give a chance.
Who might the tax collectors be
of our day? Who might we,
overtly or subconsciously, deny
the gospel because of the nature
of their sin?
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The First Shall Be
Last, and the Last
Shall Be First
“So the last shall be rst, and
the rst last” (Matthew 20:16).
When the rst become last and
the last become rst, the terms
rst and last become
irrelevant. Those who labored
in the vineyard since the rst
hours of the morning were
paid the same amount of
money that those who arrived
at the last hour.
To us, this seems unfair. After
all if we arrived to the
workplace rst, we would
expect to be paid more than
someone who was barely even
there.
But in the kingdom of God, we
must begin to realize that we
have all been “last.” This
expression is about realizing
that everything is a gift. Those
who humble themselves will
be lifted up, but those who lift
themselves up will be
humbled. And what happens if
they are humbled? Then God
can lift them up again. Thank
God for mercy and grace!

Laborers in the Vineyard
This parable is challenging. It even makes me a bit
uncomfortable. A man goes out to hire workers, and he nds
some around the beginning of the rst shift. He hires them out,
and they agree on a day’s wages.
He returns a few hours later, collects another group of workers,
and he said that he would give them what is “right” (Matthew
20:4). He does the same thing two more times before nally
returning to the market at the last hour of the work day. Again,
he nds more laborers, and he tells them to get to work.
An hour later, when it comes time to pay out the wages, the man
tells his foreman to start with the people who arrived last.
Surprisingly, they receive a full day’s wage.
You can imagine the reaction of the other workers! Perhaps some
were confused at rst. Did the foreman mix up who came rst
and who arrived last? But then there might be others who suggest
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that if the people who were hired last received so much, then the
other workers could receive even more than they expected!
But that’s not what happens.
Each group is paid the same amount regardless of their arrival.
The last group began to grumble, “We’ve been working in the
scorching heat all day, and they arrive at the last minute and
receive the same as us!”

Earn a Living

The landowner says that he paid them the agreed upon price and
that if he wants to be generous, then what is that to them.

Have you ever hear the
expression “earn a living?” I know
I have. I believe I’ve used it a time
or two myself.

Here’s the challenge of the parable: can we learn to rejoice with
those who rejoice regardless of what we perceive to be as fair or
just? Are there ways in which we can follow the example of the
landowner and break societal norms out of the generosity within
our heart?

The concept of “earning a living”
didn’t exist in the garden in
Genesis. All of the plants within
the garden, except one,
belonged to Adam and Eve. They
could take what they needed to
live. There were no need for
storehouses or cupboards. They
had no use for grocery stores or
supermarkets.

Another way to say this might be, “Since we have received the
gift of eternal blessings from God, then why do we nd it so hard
to share physical blessings with those who didn’t “earn” it?

Israel mimicked this every seven
years during the land Sabbath.
The people could take from the
land whatever they needed. It
didn’t matter what their social
class, nationality, or purity status
was. Even the animals had free
access to everything.
The point of these Sabbaths was
to show that everything is a gift
from God. Jobs, houses, land,
property, etc. It’s all a blessing.
The challenge is what do we do
with our blessings? Do we tear
down barns to build bigger barns
or do we share with those who
showed up at the last hour? Are
we, like the landowner,
generous?
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